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The dipolar Hamiltonian in a rapidly rotating sample is scaled by the second Legendre polynomial
of the cosine of the angle between the rotation axis and the static magnetic field. It is, therefore,
possible to refocus the spatial polarization-transfer process, often termed spin diffusion, in extended
spin systems by reorienting the rotor axis such that the dipolar interaction Hamiltonian changes sign.
We present experimental results which demonstrate that a rapid mechanical sample reorientation
leads to a time reversal of the ‘‘radio-frequency-driven’’ spin diffusion among13C spins. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!03503-X#
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The ability to manipulate the nuclear spin Hamiltoni
during the course of a nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!
experiment has permitted the observation of a variety of e
effects. The echo experiments by Hahnet al.1 demonstrated
that dephasing due to inhomogeneous interactions coul
refocused by a single radiofrequency pulse. Spin echoes
also been observed in homogeneously broadened syst
The experiments of Schneideret al.2 and Rhim et al.3

showed that it is possible to induce a ‘‘time reversal’’ of t
free-induction decay~FID! in a dipolar-coupled spin system
and Llor et al.4 reported the observation of the time revers
of isotropic many-body spin couplings in zero-field NMR.

More recently, several experiments have demonstra
the possibility of refocusing the process of homonuclear
larization transfer, or ‘‘spin diffusion,’’5 in extended spin
systems. Exploiting the fact that the truncated dipolar Ham
tonians in the rotating and laboratory frames have oppo
signs,6 Zhang et al.7 designed a pulse sequence to refoc
proton spin diffusion in a static sample. Karlssonet al.8 and
Tomaselli et al.9 showed that the polarization-transfer pr
cess could also be refocused under conditions of magic-a
spinning ~MAS!10,11 by using rotational-resonanc
recoupling12,13 or rotor-synchronized multiple-pulse se
quences. The formation of such polarization echoes cle
demonstrates the unitary quantum-mechanical nature of
‘‘spin-diffusion’’ process even though it can in some cas
be approximated by a diffusion equation.5, 14–16

The dependence of the NMR Hamiltonian on both s
tial and spin variables14,17 suggests that the process of sp
diffusion should also be reversible by a mechanical sam
reorientation. It has previously been shown that a ‘‘ma
echo’’ of the free-induction decay can be induced in an o
ented liquid-crystalline sample by changing the angle
tween the director and the external magnetic field,B0.

18 In
this communication, we demonstrate that a time reversa
spin diffusion can be achieved by switching the axis
sample rotation during a radio-frequency-driven sp
diffusion experiment.19

In rf-driven spin diffusion, a spin-lock field of strengt
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v1S is applied to the diluteS spins (13C,15N) during the
mixing time.19,20 This spin-lock field scales the chemica
shift differences among theS spins virtually to zero and
decouples them from the abundantI spins (1H); both of
these effects enhance the rate of spin diffusion among
dilute spins by several orders of magnitude.19,21 For a spin-
lock field applied along thex axis in the rotating frame and
exceeding the strength of the dipolar interactions, the ze
order average Hamiltonian during the spin-diffusion proc
in a static sample is given by

H̄static
~0! 5s(

j ,k
bjk~r jk ,q jk!@3SjxSkx2~Sj–Sk!#, ~1!

where s is a scaling factor that equals2 1
2 for an on-

resonance, continuous-wave~cw! spin lock6 andbjk is a geo-
metric factor

bjk~r jk ,q jk!52S m0

4p D S gs
2\

r jk
3 D 1

2
~3 cos2 q jk21!

52djkP2~cosq jk!, ~2!

where P2(cosqjk)5
1
2(3 cos2 qjk21). qjk denotes the angle

between the internuclear vector,r jk , of the spinsj andk and
the external magnetic field, anddjk is the dipolar coupling
constant.

The truncated Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! is rendered time
dependent by sample rotation about an axis inclined at
angleQ from the direction ofB0.

17,22 Under the condition
usbjku!v r!v1S , average Hamiltonian theory can again
applied to the Hamiltonian already truncated by the rf fie
and the secular~zeroth-order! Hamiltonian for the spin-
diffusion process in the rotating sample becomes

H̄ rot
~0!5P2~cosQ!HS , ~3!

with

HS5s(
j ,k

bjk~r jk ,b jk!@3SjxSkx2~Sj–Sk!#.
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827Communications
Here,bjk(r jk ,b jk) has the same functional form as Eq.~2!
except the relevant angle,b jk , is the one between the inte
nuclear vector and the rotor axis. In the case of magic-an
spinning,P2(cos 54.74°) equals zero, and the spin diffusi
is quenched without the application of recouplin
sequences.9,23

The form of the scaling termP2~cosQ! in Eq. ~3! pro-
vides the possibility of switching the sign of the Hamiltonia
that governs rf-driven spin diffusion by changing the orie
tation of the rotor axis relative toB0. The rf-pulse sequenc
shown in Fig. 1 takes advantage of this property and rep
sents a polarization-echo experiment.7,9 Cross
polarization24,25 is used to polarize theS spins during a
preparation periodtcp while the sample is spun about an ax
oriented at the angleQ1535.25° relative toB0. After a
frequency-labeling periodt1 , a cw spin lock is applied. For a
time t1 , rf-driven spin diffusion occurs under the Hami
tonian of Eq.~3! with P2(cos 35.25°)50.5. During the time
t2 , the sample is rapidly reoriented toQ2590°, and the
spins evolve under a driving Hamiltonian with a scaling fa
tor of P2(cos 90°)520.5. The signal is then acquired for
time t2 . It is easily seen that the propagat
e2 iP2(cosQ1)HSt1e2iP2(cosQ2)HSt2 is the unity operator ift1

5t2 , and an echo occurs at that point in time, even
many-body interactions. Obviously, an echo can also
formed with other combinations of the anglesQ1 and Q2 .
Although a polarization echo could be observed in a o
dimensional experiment with selective excitation, we u
here a two-dimensional experiment26 which allows one to
distinguish the contributions of spin diffusion from those
T1r relaxation in a single experiment.

The build-up of the cross-peak intensity during the tim
t1 with t250 ~see Fig. 1! scales linearly withuP2(cosQ1)u
because the observable polarization on a given spin pa
A,

^FX
A~t1!&5

Tr$e2 iH̄ rot
~0!t1s~t150!eiH̄ rot

~0!t1FX
A%

Tr$~FX
A!2%

5 (
n50

`
~2 i !n~t1P2~cosQ1!!n

n!
Mn , ~4!

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for refocusing rf-driven spin diffusion by sample reorienta
Hartmann–Hahn cross polarization~Refs. 24, 25! is used to enhance the polarization o
the S spins. TheS spins are frequency labeled during the evolution time,t1 . For the
entire mixing period, spin diffusion among theS spins is driven by a cw spin lock
~Refs. 19, 20!. In the defocusing period,t1 , the sample is spun at the angleQ1

535.25°. During the refocusing time,t2 , the rotation axis is rapidly reoriented to
Q2590°, and the rf-driven spin diffusion is time reversed att25t1 . Proton decou-
pling is applied during both the evolution (t1) and detection (t2) periods.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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is determined by theproductof P2(cosQ1) andt1 . TheMn

denote the moments of the series expansion.6,14,17In Eq. ~4!
we have interpreted the rf-driven spin diffusion as a det
ministic unitary quantum-mechanical process described
the HamiltonianH̄ rot

(0) . The scaling behavior can be verifie
experimentally by observing13C rf-driven spin diffusion in
polycrystalline adamantane for different values
P2(cosQ1). The largest value forusbjku/2p is 11 Hz for the
carbons in natural-abundance adamantane so the cond
usbjku!v r!v1S can easily be satisfied. In our experimen
v r /2p55.3 kHz andv1S/2p520 kHz. Figure 2 shows the
build up of the normalized cross-peak intensity from
driven spin diffusion in adamantane as a function
uP2(cosQ1)u3t1 for three different anglesQ1 . To within
experimental error, all three sets of data points lie on
same curve.

The same scaling behavior results when first-order, tim
dependent perturbation theory14,27,28 is used to describe the
polarization-transfer process. The spin-diffusion transit
probability,Pjk , between two spinsSj andSk can be written
as14,27

Pjk~t1!5Wjkt15
p

2
s2~P2~cosQ1!!2bjk

2 F jk~0!•t1 . ~5!

Here,F jk(0) is the intensity of the normalized zero-quantu

n.

FIG. 2. Experimental build-up of the normalized rf-driven spin diffusion cross-pe

intensity in13C natural-abundance adamantane as a function ofuP2(cosQ1)u3t1 for
Q150°, 35.25°, and 90°. Experimental parameters are given in the caption of Fi
The curves were numerically calculated from a kinetic master equation for the p
ization exchange process@Eq. ~7!#. An fcc lattice of 1000 adamantane molecules w
constructed with a nearest distance of 6.6 Å between molecular centers~Ref. 34!. Due
to the fast rotational dynamics of adamantane molecules at 300 K, theintramolecular
dipolar interactions are averaged to zero, and the observed polarization transfer re
only intermoleculardipolar interactions. TheS-spin lattice sites~in the center of grav-
ity of the rotating molecule! were occupied by using a random number generator a

considering the probabilities of13CH2 and13CH occurrence at natural abundance~Ref.

35!. It was assumed that no more than two13C atoms were present in a single mo

ecule. The matrix elements,Wjk , of W̃ were evaluated separately for each dipola
coupled spin pair using Eq.~5! with Q150°. The three curves represent three differe
model assumptions used for the evaluation ofWjk . The dotted curve was generate

using the approximation that^(123 cos2 bjk)
2&powder54/5 for each spin pair~Ref.

14!. The dashed curve was obtained by performing an explicit powder average
1000 orientations using the method of Chenget al. ~Ref. 36!. The solid curve was
obtained by additionally taking into account the fast rotational diffusion of the a
mantane molecules on their lattice sites which leads to a motionally averaged int
clear distancê r jk& and anglê b jk& ~Ref. 35!. All three curves represent an averag
over 100 different randomly occupiedS-spin lattices. Qualitative agreement with th
experimental data is obtained when a uniform and constant normalized zero-qua

intensity ofF jk(0)5F(0)5(762)31022 s is assumed. This leads to a linewidth o
the normalizedS spin zero-quantum spectrum of 10–14 Hz assuming a Lorentzia
Gaussian shape.
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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828 Communications
spectrum of the spinsSj andSk at frequency zero.14,21,29In
the ideal case of rf-driven spin diffusion, the abundanI
spins are completely decoupled from theS spins and, there-
fore, F jk(0) scales withusP2(cosQ1)bjku21. This leads to

Pjk~t1!}usbjku•t1uP2~cosQ1!u. ~6!

Equations~5! and~6! predict that the rf-driven spin-diffusion
rate constant,Wjk , scales with 1/r jk

3 in contrast to the
proton-driven case whereWjk is proportional to 1/r jk

6 .21,29

FIG. 3. Experimental two-dimensional13C rf-driven spin-diffusion spectra of adaman

tane. The spectra were recorded on a home-built spectrometer with a13C Larmor
frequency of 75.7 MHz. Adamantane was purchased from Aldrich and used wit
further purification. A doubly tuned, home-built probe with a stationary coil and
moveable stator was used, and the angle of the rotor axis,Q, was controlled by a
stepper motor as described in Ref. 31. The amount of time necessary to reorien
sample was approximately 10 ms. The spinning speed was 5.3 kHz, and the rf

strengths werev11/2p5v1S/2p520 kHz. The13C carrier frequency was positioned

exactly between the two13C resonances in adamantane for the most efficient chemic
shift scaling during the cw-driven spin-diffusion period~Refs. 19–21!. For the two-
dimensional spectra, 90 complext1 points consisting of 16 scans each were collect
according to the method of Stateset al. ~Ref. 37!. The delay between experiments wa
3.5 s.~a! Rf-driven spin-diffusion spectrum obtained atQ1535.25° ~no axis reorien-
tation! with a mixing time oft1530 ms. Cross peaks due to spin diffusion are visib
~b! Echo experiment obtained using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1 witht1530 ms and
t2550 ms. The spin diffusion has been refocused, and the cross-peak intens
nearly zero. Note that the orientation of the diagonal peaks has changed due to th

change ofP2(cosQ) ~which affects residual chemical shift, dipolar, and bulk susce
tibility interactions during the evolution and detection periods!. ~c! Experiment ob-
tained using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1 witht1530 ms andt25110 ms. The longer
evolution at the second angle led to a recovery of the cross-peak intensities. In all
spectra, the contours are at 3%, 5%, 7%, 9%, 11%, 13%, and 15% of the maxi
signal intensity.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
It is interesting to compare the experiment
polarization-transfer dynamics with statistical prediction
The three curves shown in Fig. 2 result from a phenome
logical model of the spin-diffusion process in natura
abundance13C admantane assuming a master equation
the polarization (pi5^Six&) exchange

d

dt
p5W̃–p. ~7!

W̃ represents the polarization-exchange matrix whereWjk is
evaluated according to Eq.~5! with Q150° and the diagona
elements are defined asWj j 52SkÞ jWk j to conserve the
sum polarization. The time dependence of the polarizat
transfer is nonexponential due to the statistical distribution
the 13C spins on the lattice sites. Fort1<30 ms, the13CH
and 13CH2 pairs on neighboring molecules predominan
contribute to the cross-peak intensities. For longer tim
more remote spin packets~within the next nearest neighbo
shell for the plotted time range! start to contribute as well
leading to a flattening of the build-up curve. Due to the is
tropic dilution and the crystal structure of adamantane,
spin-diffusion dynamics appear to follow the predictio
made for coupled clusters of spins.30 Details of the model are
given in the caption of Fig. 2.

To implement the echo pulse sequence of Fig. 1,
used a probe design in which a stationary coil surround
movable stator,31 allowing continuous application of the r
spin lock during the mechanical hop. It was not possible
avoid irradiating theS spins during the hop by usingp/2
storage pulses32 since the full dipolar order could not b
retained.33 Figure 3 shows a set of two-dimensional spec
of adamantane obtained witht1530 ms and different values
of t2 . In Fig. 3~a!, t250 ms and the sample was spun
Q1535.25°, so rf-driven spin diffusion proceeded accordi
to the Hamiltonian of Eq.~3! with P2(cosQ1)50.5. The
spin-diffusion cross peaks are clearly visible. Figure 3~b!
shows the spectrum corresponding to the polarization ec
In this experiment, theS-spin system evolved under
Hamiltonian with P2(cosQ1)50.5 for t1530 ms. The
sample was then reoriented, and the evolution continued w
P2(cosQ2)520.5 for t2550 ms. The opposite signs of th
scaling factor duringt1 and t2 caused the evolution of the
polarization transfer to refocus, and the cross-peak inten
approached zero. Since a finite time was required for
sample reorientation, the polarization echo was delayed
occurred att2'1.3t1 . Figure 3~c! shows the case in which
t2@t1 , so the cross-peak intensity has recovered, reachi
value exceeding that shown in Fig. 3~a!.

The complete time evolution of the echo is depicted
Fig. 4. The normalized cross-peak intensities are plotted
function of total mixing time fort1530 ms@Fig. 4~a!# and
t1570 ms@Fig. 4~b!#. For the experiments with the shorte
t1 time, the refocusing of the spin diffusion is nearly com
plete, but at longer times the echo is weaker in amplitu
The reason for this is unclear. One possibility is that t
strength of the13C rf field used in these experimen
(v1S/2p520 kHz! may not be sufficient to fully decouple
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829Communications
the abundant proton spins. Consequently, theS-spin polar-
ization echo amplitude will be damped. The echo in Fig. 4~a!
is broadened due to the finite time required for sample re
entation. The evolution during the reorientation is difficult
quantify since it is not known precisely how much time t
sample spends at each angle. Furthermore, the scaling fa
P2(cosQ), varies nonlinearly withQ, and the sign change
occurs at an angle~Q554.74°! that is closer to 35.25° than t
90°. For these reasons, the echo position will be sensitiv
instabilities in the mechanical reorientation process, lead
to a broadening of the echo maximum fort1)thop.

In summary, a type of polarization echo, which is bas
on the manipulation of the spatial part of the dipolar Ham
tonian, is introduced in this communication. We have exp
mentally demonstrated that the spin-diffusion process ca
refocused by a mechanical sample reorientation. Rf-dri
13C polarization echoes were observed for mixing times
the order of 100 ms, more than 2 orders of magnitude lon
than the time scale for previously observed proton dipo
echoes.7,9 Although rf-driven spin diffusion in adamantan
can be qualitatively described by a master equation for
larization exchange, such an approach obviously fails to
scribe the formation of the echoes.

This work was supported by the Director, Office of E
ergy Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Mater
Sciences Division, U. S. Department of Energy, under C
tract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. Support from SON and
SON HF-NMR Facility, University of Nijmegen is gratefully
acknowledged. M.T. acknowledges support from the Sw
National Foundation of Science. We are grateful to Profes
Richard R. Ernst and Gabriele Aebli for discussions a
comments.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the normalized cross-peak intensity in adamantane.
experimental parameters are the same as those listed in the caption of Fig. 3
circles and asterisks show the cross-peak build-up as a function of mixing time
rf-driven spin diffusion at angles ofQ1535.25° and 90°, respectively. The cross
show the cross-peak intensities as a function of time for the echo experiment of F
with ~a! t1530 ms and~b! t1570 ms. The time at which the hop is initiated i
indicated by a vertical line in each graph.
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